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ABSTRACT

A shrinking property of harmonic maps into S/v(2) is proved which is used to classify
complete spacelike surfaces of the parallel mean curvature in J^ with a reasonable con-
dition on the Gauss image. Liouville-type theorems of harmonic maps from the higher
dimensional bounded symmetric domains are also established.
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1. Introduction.

Harmonic maps of complete and non-compact manifolds have been studied by
Schoen-Yau, Li-Tam, Aviles-Choi-Micallef, Ding-Wang and others ([S-Y][L-T][A-C-
M] and [D-Wj). For further study it might be interesting to consider the problems
in some concrete manifolds which are more general than the hyperbolic space.

The bounded symmetric domains were introduced by E. Cartan [C1][C2] and
were systematically studied by Hua, Look and Siegel [Hl][H2][L][Si]. Those are
specific Cartan-Hadamard manifolds whose further geometrical and analytical prop-
erties should be explored and discovered. Such investigation would also imply some
more general results for the complete and non-compact manifolds. The purpose of
the present paper is to pursue this goal.

By the work done by Y. C. Wong [WJ the bounded symmetric domains can be
viewed as the pseudo-Grassmannian manifolds consisting of all spacelike subspaces
of dimension m in the pseudo-Euclidean space JRJJ1*1"". In Section 2 this interesting
point of view is briefly introduced. It is well known that the simplist bounded
symmetric domain K/v(2) is identified with a product of two hyperbolic planes
[He].

In Section 3 we study harmonic maps into &iv(2) via harmonic maps into tl
hyperbolic space and obtain an interesting image shrinking property.

In the striking paper [H-O-S] the authors classified all complete constant mean
curvature surfaces in M3 and M4 with certain restricted Gauss image. One of
the analogous properties in the ambient Minkowski space were already proved by
a different approach in the author's previous paper [XI] ( also see [A] ). By the
Ruh-Vilms theorem [R-V] we can investigate submanifolds with the parallel mean
curvature in the ambient Euclidean space via its harmonic Gauss maps. In the
present situation we can employ the similar result in [I]. This has been done in [XI],
In Section 4 we continue this study and classify all complete spacelike surfaces of
the parallel mean curvature in IRj with a reasonable Gauss image restriction by
using the property of harmonic maps into SR/v(2) which is obtained in the previous
section.

In Section 5 we consider Liouville-type theorems for harmonic maps from the
bounded symmetric domains. As is well known, any harmonic maps from space
form of non-positive sectional curvature to any RJemannian manifold with finite
energy has to be constant. The conclusion holds true for the case of the strong
negative sectional curvature with some pinching condition and for that of non-
positive sectional curvature with the quadratic decay [X2]. It was conjected by
J. H. Sampson that it is also the case for any complete simply connected manifolds
of negative sectional curvature [S]. By using the new Laplacian comparison theorem
[D] we are able to prove such a Liouville type theorem from any higher dimensional
bounded symmetric domain.



V.

2. Bounded Symmetric Domains and Pseudo-Grassmannian Manifolds.

Let C£,+m be an (n+m) dimensional complex vector space. For any u = (x ,y ) =

( i i , - • • ,in;JTn+i,1 • , i n+m) € C^+ffl, define an pseudo-Euclidean inner product

> =

Let A be any ri-dimensional subspace. If the induced inner product on A is positive
definite, A is an called an n-dimensional spacelike subspace. All n-dimensional
spacelike subspaces form the pseudo-Grassmann G™m(C)

Taking m timelike unit vectors, which axe linear independent. Denote them by

an (n + m) x rn matrix I v
+ ] . Then, the corresponding n-dimensional spacelike

subspace can be expressed by

xV+ - yV_ = 0.

If det VL. = 0, then there exists a timelike vector (x, 0), which is impossible. Hence,
any n-dimpnsional spacelike subspace is expressed by

y = V~x = rZ,

where Z is an (;r x rn) complex matrix. For the same n-dimensional spacelike
subspace its equation is changed to rV+U - yV-U ~ 0 when the base of the
whole space is changed, where V is an (m x m) non-singular matrix. Thus, Z is
independent of the choice of the bases. Since (i,sZ) is a spacelike vector for any
x, Z satisfies

/<"> - Z Z T > 0. (2.1)

Thus, Rf (H, in), the bounded symmetric domains of the first type, can be identified
with G™m(C). Thr Bergman metric is just corresponding to the canonnical metric
in G™m(C). The second and third type of bounded symmetric domains R//(n),
R///(n) are the totally geodesic submanifolds of G™m(C). The fourth type of
bounded symmetric domains K/v(n) are identified with G* 2 (see [H3j and [W]).
Therefore, by the moving frame method we can compute the curvature tensors,
estimate the bounds of the sectional curvatures and the Ricci curvatures. From
[W] we know that

Type
S/(?j,»»)(min(m,n) > 2)

»i/(n)(»
»///(»)(n

Sftn-(n >

>2)
> 4 )
2)

Dim.
2mr<

n(n + l)
n(n-l)

2n

Sec.
- 4
- 4

-2
- 2

Curvn/iire
< A' < 0
< A' < 0
< A' < 0
< A' < 0

Ric. Curvature
-2(n +
-2(nH
-2(n -

— n

TTl)

H)
-1 )

In what follows we use summation convention.

e * i jiiiL i*" . •

Let G | 2 be the set of all oriented spacelike 2-planes passing through the origin
in JRJ. It is called pseudo-Grassmannian which is a bounded symmetric domain
SO (0\

Let {e,,e,} be a local Lorentzian orthonormal frame field in R\. Let {uitw,}
be its dual frame field so that the metric <j = £ , w? - £ , w 2 (t , j = 1 , 2 ; 5, t =
3 4- a b = 1,-- • ,4) . The Lorentzian connection forms wat of 2R} are uniquely
determined by the equations

<iu), = u>ij A u>j - Wi, A u>,,

du, = <*>,, At^j - w , ( A w t ,

where e, = l.e, — — 1. The covariant derivatives are defined by

De% =wl]e) -Wi,e,,

The canonical metric on Gj 2 is given by

dsf -I- <is ,̂ where

and

A3 = 5

It can be written as

(2.3)

(2.4)

FromIt is easily seen that ds* is the induced metric of the first factor of G
(2.2) it follows that the Levi-Civita connection of ds* is - ( w u + u ^ ) and the
corresponding Gaussian curvature is -2. Similarly, ds* is the induced metric of the
second factor of G | 2. Therefore, K/v(2) is isometric to N2 x M1 (see [He, p520]).

3. Harmonic Maps into J}/y(2).

In a previous paper[C-X] we established a generalized maximum principle:

Theorem 3.1. Let M be a complete ftiemanman manifold with Ric> — c(l +
r2 Iog2(r + 2)), where r is the distance function from a fixed point XQ € M, c is a
positive constant. Let u be a c*-fujiction bounded from above on M, Then for any
e > 0 there exist points {**} € M sudi that

lim u(xjt) = supu, (3.1)
k-*oo

e. (3-2)

Au(xk)<e. (3.3)

By using Theorem 3.1 we can prove the following image shrinking property of

harmonic maps into !R/v(2).



Theorem 3.2. Let M be as one in Theorem 3.1 . Let 3ik b e a k dimensional
totally geodesic submanifold of the hyperbolic space B " , where fc = 0, • • • , n — 1
( in the case ofk = 0, it is viewed a fixed point y0 € Wn )• Let BR(Hk) C JHn be
a tubuJar neighborhood of radius R around Mk. Suppose f : M -»• Bn(Hk) is a
harmonic map with the energy density e(f). Then inf e(f) =0 or f(M) C Mk. In
particular, let f : M —f 3WJV(2) be a harmonic map. Let }i = jri o / and /j = jr2 o / .
Suppose fi(M) C BR{Hk) ( fc = 0,1 )• Then inf e(/j) = 0 o r £(Af) C JJ*.

Proof. In the case when Ar = 0 let f be the distance function in Si" from the fixed
point yo € iff"- It is well-known that

Hess{f) — cothr(<7 - df ® dr),

where g is the metric tensor in Mn. We have

Hess(coshr) = (coshf)g.

It follows from the well-known composition formula that

Z\(coshr o /) = Hess(coshf)(f.ei,f,ei) + d(coshf )(r(/))
= coshf < f.ei,f,ei >
= 2(codir)e(/), (3.4)

where r ( / ) is the tension field of the map f. Since f(M) € 5fi(j/o), coshr o / is
bounded above by cosh/£. According to Theorem 3.1 for any £ > 0 there exist
points n such that /i(coshf o /)(*fc) < c, which means inf e(/) = 0.

In the case when fc > 0 let f be the distance function from Sik. Then r o / is a
smooth function on M and it is bounded above by R. By using Theorem 3.1 there
exist points i* such that (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) hold. Let e; be a local orthonormal
frame field (t = 1, • • • ,m). By using the composition formula

A(rof) = Hess(f)(f.ei,f.e,)+df(T(f))
= hess(f)(fmei,f,e,}. (3.5)

If {«'„} is a subset of {i} with the complementary subset {i,}, such that f+e^
parallel to K?r and / ,e j , € F(TN?), where N? is the isoparametric hypersurface in
;he distance f from Sik. The principal curvatures of Nf are — tanhf and — cothf
in the case of n=2 one is - tanhf ). From (3.5) it follows that

A(fof)(xh) > tanhr < (3.6)

W h e n h goes t o infinity, fof a p p r o a c h e s t o i t s s u p r e m e a n d | y f o / | converges t o
zero . H e n c e

= <

X

(3.7)

Substituting (3.7) into (3.6) yields

4(f o /)(ih) > [sup(tanhr) - e\{2e(f) - e) (3.8)

for sufficiently large h. It is easily seen that if inf e(f) = c > 0 then R has to be
zero. We complete the proof.

4. The Gauss Image of a Spacelike Surface in E\.

Let M and N be Riemannian manifolds of dimensions m and n, respectively.
Let {wi, • • • ,ujm} and {uf, • • • ,w^} be their local orthonormal coframe field. Their
Riemannian metrics can be expressed by

« \ j . ••• = 1 , . . . , m ; A , B , •-• = 1 , . . . , n .

The structure equations of M are the following

duii - UJ.J A Wj, w 0 + uiji = 0,

-u,k
where w,j and fi,j are the connection forms and the curvature forms for M, respec-
tively. There are similar notations for N with superscript •.

For a smooth map / : M —» N,

(4.1)

The covariant derivative of a^i is given by

aAi}Uj = daA, + aAjUji + aBif*w*BA.

Obviously, a ^ = aAji. In this terminology, / is harmonic if and only if

(4.2)

Let / : M ~*• IR^ be a spacelike surface. Choose an orthonormal frame field
{et,e,} along M (i, j = 1, 2; a, t = 3, 4), such that e* are tangent vectors to M
with dual frame field {w,,ui,}. The induced Riemannian metric of M is given by
9 — S , uf and the induced structure equations of M are

dun = Wij A ujj, Wij + Wjj = 0,

dwjj = Wit A w y - Wj, A UJ.J,

ij = dusij - Wjt A Ukj = --zRii A ui

T



By Car tan's lemma we have

where hSij are components of the second fundamental form of M in St\, The mean
curvature vector of M in St^ is defined by

H = \h.ltet.

We also have Gauss equation

the Ricci curvature

Ri) = Rkikj = -(hikkh.ij - htkthtlcj). {4.3)

There is the induced connection on the normal bundle NM in JRj. We have

jt = -Wjr A «r< +

(4.4)

The covariant derivative of htij is given by

It is easily seen that h,^* = h,n,j, so h,ijjt is symmetric in i,j, k. If

DH = lh,iikuke. = 0, (4.5)

then M is called a spacelike surface with the parallel mean curvature.
Let 0 be the origin of JiJ. Let 5O°(4,2) denote the identity component of

Lorentzian group 0(4,2). SO°(4,2) can be viewed as the manifold consisting of all
the Lorentzian frame (0; eut.) and 5O°(4,2)/5O(2) x S0(2) can be viewed as G\2.
Let P = {(x;eue2);x € M,a € TXM} be the principal bundle of orthonormal
tangent frames over M, Q = {(x; e3, e4); x € M, e, € JVtM} be the principal bundle
of orthonormal normal frames over M, then f : P © C? ->• M is the projection with
fiber 5O(2) x SO(2), i : P © <? <-• 5O°(4,2) is the natural inclusion.

We define the Gauss map 7 : M -*• G^2 by

l(x) = TrM € G£2

via the parallel translation in ]R\ for Vz € M. Thus, the following commutative
diagram holds

SO°(4,2)

•I
M

With respect to the canonical metric d$Q of G% 2 the Levi-Civita connection is
given by

Using the above diagram we have

(4.7)

From (4.2), (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7) it follows that the Gauss map 7 is a harmonic
map ( a totally geodesic map ) iff M has parallel mean curvature ( parallel second
fundamental form ) which is a result in [I], similar to the Ruh-Vilms theorem in
the present context.

Let TTI : Gj2 -+ SI2 be the projection of G2 3 into its first factor, n^ be the
projection into the second factor. Then 7; are defined by TI\ O 7. Prom (2.3) and
(4.7) we have

(4.1), (4.8) and (4.9) yield

(4.10)

321 J

and

0121 = -r - (

\/2

= -=~C»3112

0122 = -r-C»3ij4 + ^̂4222)

-r- («422i — "3221)



The harmonicity condition for 71 becomes

Hn + Hu — 0, H\A — = 0, (4.U)

where Hi, are the components of DH. Similarly, the harmonicity condition for 72
is

# 13 - #24 = 0, ffM + #23 =0 . (4.12)

A direct computation shows that (4.11) and (4.12) are independent of the choice
of the frames. We arrive at the following result:

Proposition 4.1. IfM is a spaceiiie surface in JRj with the para/ieJ mean curva-
ture, then both 71 and 72 are harmonic.

Now, we are in a position to prove our main theorem of this section.

Theorem 4.2. Let M be a complete spacelike surface in KQ with the parallel non-
zero mean curvature. Then the image under the map 71 and 72 are not bounded; if
the image under the map 71 ( or 72) h'es in a tubuiar neighborhood of H1 in Si2,
then M is a hyperbolic cylinder M1 (c) x R in some M] C JRj, or a product of two
hyperbolic lines H1 x 1H1.

Proof. Choose a local orthonormal frame field {ej,e,}, such that a are tangent to
M, e3 is the unit mean curvature vector i | . Since e3 is parallel in the nomarl
boundle,

w34 = 0.

h3ij and haj can be diagonalized simultaneously. Choose e<, such that e, (p) are in
principal directions at p € M, then at p

an =

A A
— 2~«3

(4.13)

and

Prom (4.3) it follows that the Ricci curvature of M is bounded below by -\H\2. If
71 (M) is bounded in H2, by Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 3.2, we have inf e(-yi) = 0
and then inf e(7) = 0. Let 5 be the squared norm of the second fundamental form
of M in 2$. Thus, inf 5 = 0. This contradicts the assumption that |# | 2 is a
non-zero constant. Hence, 7i(M) cannot be bounded .

If 7i(JW) C BR{SI% since inf e(7i) / 0, 1\{M) C iff1 by using Theorem 3.2.
Therefore, rank 71 < 2, and det(a0) = 0, namely, the Gauss curvature of M is

zero.

Choose a local coordinate around the point p, such that the metric can be locally

written as ds2 = du\ + du*, and 3̂ 7 are in two principal directions at p. Take

the local orthonormal frame field et = ^ - near p. Then, we have ul2 = 0.
Let

z — u\ + iu2,

H* ~ n(h*u — hiw) — ihtU-

Noting that M has the parallel mean curvature

dH, l\dz = (H2, + iHlt)dui A du2 = 0,

H, are analytic functions. It should be pointed out that if z is changed to eiBz, H,
are changed to e~2'eH,. We consider two cases separately as follows.

(1) If Hi = 0 , then h4U = /i422 = 0, furthermore,

D(e j A ei A ea) — — Unet A e2 A e$ — A 64 A e3 = 0 .

Hence, M is a spacelike surface with the constant mean curvature in JRj C 18%,
whose Gauss image lies in Ml. One of its principal curvature has to be zero and
another one is 2\H|. In this local frame field of R\ , the connection forms, restricted
to M, are reduced to

/ 0 0 -2\H\uA
0 0 0 (4.14)

\2\H\uit 0 0/

In Rl,foT c > 0 define

Choose e to be its unit tangent vector field, n its unit normal vector field. Then
n = cX, where X = (x,y) is the position vector. Obviously,

dX = we, < dn, e >= c < dX, e >= cw,

the connection forms of ]R%, restricted to M, are given by

0 -C

0
(4.15)

Prom (4.14) and (4.15), the Frobenious theorem and the standard argument tell us
that M is an open submanifold of the hyperbolic cylinder M1 x St, up to a rigid
motion of the ambient space. By the completeness M is congruent to H1 x 2R.

10



(2) If H4 ? 0, let

Since the normal bundle is flat,

1
: 2

H3

= 0,

namely -p* is real, it is also a meromorphic function, it should be a globaly defined
constant k. We then have

H3=kH<, \H3\
3+\H4\2 = \H\2+K=\H\\

where the Gauss curvature K is zero. It turns out that

is constant. Noting that Hi is an analytic function, it has to be a constant. Hence,

4̂12 = hti3(p] = 0

} and
_(c\H\ O \

0 -c\H\)

where c = 7^55- Since A3n + /1322 = 2|ff |,

_((l+kc)\H\ 0 \
i ' - \ 0 {l-kc)\H\J

(4.16)

(4.17)

Under the map 71

-c\H\ \
e\H\ (kc-l)\H\)

', Since = 0, there exists a constant 6, such that

Choose a new frame field in the normal bundle by rotating a constant angle &

cosO s i n A(e3\ _ ( cosO

11

Then

furthermore,

0 \ (Hx 0\

D(ei Ae 4 ) = - /

Z?(e2 A e3) = - /

A e4 +

A e3 +

A ej = 0,

A ei = 0.

( 18)

This means that ei and eA span a fixed plane, ei and ej span a fixed plane as well.
In an adequate frame field the connection forms in JZj i restricted to M, are given
by

( 0 0 0
0 0 -H2w2 0

0 H2w2 0 0
Hiui 0 0 0

Therefore, M is congruent to Ml x Ml and the proof is completed.

5. Liouville Type Theorems.

We first prove a Laplacian comparison theorem which is diiferent from the clas-
sical one. The theorem is given in [D]. Here, we generalize it via a more geometrical
proof.

Theorem 5.1. Let M and M be m-dimensionaJ complete Riemannian manifolds,
where M is a simply connected one without focal points. Let r and r be distance
functions from XQ € M and io G M, respectively. Suppose for any x g M, x €
M,r(x) =f(x)^0

where Ric and Ric denote the Ricci curvatures of M and M, respectively. Then at
any differentiable point x of r

m - 1
Af.

la particuJar, when
Ric < -b2,

where b is a positive constant, then

Ar > frcoth(tr).

12

(5.1)



Proof. Let X and Y be tangent vector fields to a geodesic sphere dBr(xo) of the
radius r and centered at io- By parallel translating along the radial geodesies we
obtain two vector fields along the radial geodesies. Then

which gives

(5.2)

M is a complete and simply connected one without focal points, the square of the
distance function r2 from any point is a smooth convex function. Noting

^ ^ \ = 2, Hess(r*)(X,Y) = 2rHess(r)(X,Y),

all eigenvalues of Hess(r) are non-negative, we then have

\Hess(r)\2 < (Ar)2.

(5.2) becomes

Similarly, in M

By the Schwarz inequality

V V 1 ITT / * \ | 2

;r,-3T -\Hc3*(r)\

(5.3)

(5-4)

Then, (5.4) becomes

±(Af) < -We
df m -

(5-5)

13

From (5.3), (5.5) and the conditions of the theorem it follows that

Denote

m - 1

then, (5.6) can be expressed by

r, P = Ar
m - 1

Af,

( 5 - 6 )

In a neighborhood of normal coordinates (zj, - - - , xm) near the x0,

similarly,

then, we have

Ar =

This means H > 0 when r g (0, e] for sufficiently small t > 0.
On the other hand, from (5.7) it follows that

(5-7)

namely,

— (H exp (f P{s)dsX\ > 0, ^(rjexp f P{s)ds > H{e) > 0.

We complete the proof of the theorem.

For any smooth map / : {M,g) -¥ (N,h), e(f) and f*h are the energy density
and the first fundamental form. Its stress-energy tensor is defined by

= e(f)g-f'h. (5.8)

It can be easily verified that any harmonic map satisfies the conservation law in
the sense of divS/ = O ' 5 "^ . Let D C M be a compact domain whose boundary
is a smooth hypersurface in M. Taking a local orthonormal frame field, such that

14



c i , ' " ,em_i € T(TdD), em is the normal vector field n to dD, We have the
following formula [X3]

/ < X,n>*l = f (divSf)(X)*l+ f <Sf,VX>*l+ f < f,XJ,n > *1,
J8D JD JD JdD

(5.9)
where X is a vector field on D and VX{ti, e>) is denned by < VtiX, e} > for any
local orthonormal frame field {e;}.

By using (5.9) we can prove Liouville-type theorems of harmonic maps into any
Riemannian manifold with the moderate divergent energy in the sense that for
Ro > 0 there exists a positive function ^(r) satisfying / ^ ^-py = oo, such that

•n Theorem 5.2. Let M be an m-dimensional Cartan-Hadamard manifoid with the
» sectional curvature -a2 < K < 0 and the Ricci curvature bounded from above by
! — b2. Let f be a harmonic m&p from M into any Riemannian manifold with the

moderate divergent energy, Ifb>2af then fhas to be constant.

Proof. Let D — BR(X0) C M be a geodesic ball of radius R and centered at x0

whose boundary is the geodesic sphere S«(XQ). The square of the distance function
r2 from xo in M is a smooth function. Set X = r ^ , where J^ denotes the unit
radial vector. Obviously, the unit normal vector to SR{X0) is ^ . We have

/
dD

e(f)<X,n>*l- f
Jd

[
SR{x0)

(5.10)

On the other hand,

or
= 1 + rAr,

where {ej} = {ea, ^ } is an orthonormal frame field on BR{XO}- Therefore,

, and
>= e{f)divX- < f.eij.ej >< V.

15

By the Hessian comparison theorem and (5.1)

(5.11)

/I 1
~ ( a r ) c o t h ( a r )

Let = xcothx. We have

J < /.e.,/. (5.12)

H(0) - lim xcothx - 1,

and H'(x) — 0 only when x = 0. Differentiating again gives

> 0

H"{X) = 2 ( * c o i h « - l ) > 0

sinh x

and H"(x) = 0 only when x=0. Both H(x) and H'(x) are non-decreasing functions.
Let

K(r)=l-+l-H(br)-H(ar).

Obviously, K(0) = 0 and

A"(r) = ^6ff'(6r) - aH'(ar).

Hence, in the case of b > 2a we obtain K'(r) > 0 and the equality occurs when and
only when r = 0. Therefore,

K(r) > 0

when r > 0. The above discussion shows that

and when e(/) is not identically zero there always exists a neighborhood U € M,
such that e(f) is positive in U. It turns out that < Sf,VX > is positive in U and
there exists Ro > 0, such that when R > Ro

JBH(XO)
<sf,vx (5.13)

16



where C is a positive constant. From (5.9), (5.10) and (5.13) it follows that

R / e(f) * 1 > C.

This means

CdR

where e is a positive constant. This contradicts the assumption of the moderate
divergence of the energy. Therefore, e(f) = 0 and / is constant.

Q.E.D.

Noting the concrete data of bounded symmetric domains as shown in the first
Election the next result follows immediately

Theorem 5.3. Let

M =

n + m > 8,
when n>7,
when n > 5,
when n > 8.

Then, any harmonic map from M into any Riemannian manifold with the moderate
divergent energy has to be constant.

Remark 1. In fact, we can prove more general results than that of Theorem 5.2 and
Theorem 5.3 on vanishing theorems of 1-forms with values in vector bundles which
satisfy conservation law. As for general p-forms (p > 2), the proof fails.

Remark 2. The range of the sectional curvature of the complex hyperbolic space
CHm lies between -4 and -1 . Its Ricci curvature is -2(m + 1). By Theorem 5.2
the conclusion holds true for m > 7. The results are weaker than that in [Se]
and [X2]. The hyper boh'c space satisfies the condition of the Theorem but not
title Euclidean space. The advantage of the theorem here is for the case when
tltie sectional curvature bounded above by zero and bounded below by a negative
constant.

Remark S. For lower dimensional bounded symmetric domains the conclusion does
not necessarily hold true. For example, R/v(2) = IP x &f2 and there are bounded
harmonic functions on the hyperbolic plane. It turns out that there exist bounded
harmonic functions with the finite energies in 9ft/v(2). For other lower dimensional
cases it needs more precise computations of the Laplacian of the distance functions
in order to draw the conclusion in those cases.
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